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About This Game
BEFORE YOU PURCHASE THIS GAME- HOUSE OF VELEZ REQUIRES A CONTROLLER TO PLAY. IF YOU
DO NOT HAVE A CONTROLLER THE GAME WILL NOT WORK. XBOX LAYOUT PREFERRED.
Lily Velez, daughter of famous archaeologist Victor Velez, returns home to her family's estate following news of her father's
sudden disappearance. Intent on finding clues to her missing father's whereabouts, and evidence to prove his innocents involving
a scandal within his company, Lily begins her search. However, she is about to uncover something that will take her far beyond
her own investigation. Something that will force her to fight for her very survival. Follow Lily into her own worst nightmare as
she uncovers the dark and sadistic history that lies within the walls of the House of Velez.
House of Velez is a horror game based around stealth/puzzle elements. It emphasizes sneaking, running and hiding mechanics to
surpass obstacles rather than combat.
The game features a "Focus Mode" that allows you to see your pursuers' field of vision and hearing radius, while also
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monitoring your own noise levels.
Another feature is "Heart Rate Suppression" that restricts movement, but allows you to become "invisible" when used
effectively.
House of Velez draws inspiration from titles like Haunting Ground and even film such as the 1980's Hellraiser.
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Publisher:
Dark Room Games
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house of velez episode 1. house of velez part 1
House of Velez is an astoundingly well made game that takes you back to the olden days of horror. The cut scenes are well made
and the game is overall demented. Loved every second of it.. It's a very interesting story with surreal visuals however
it's a burden to play.
Death events are similar to Dragon's Lair where if you don't act immediately
you have to keep sitting through the same ten to fifteen second death scenes over and over
To make things worse the controls requiring quick reflexes are also convoluted
ie; Hold Y, then hold LT, then while still holding both Y and LT hold B to bring up a heat rate gauge
which you try and keep centered gentlly squeezing and releasing on RT
There's no autosave. I accidentally overwrote my save frantically and frustratedly trying to get out of a new game I accidentally
started when trying to race through the death scenes I had seen umpteen times.
Also there is a good minute before the game window even comes up when launching and sometimes you'll get a bad launch
where you can't interact with the start menu options
The game is an effin mess - like those cartoons where the protagonist is fighting with a folding chair that eventually snaps shut
swallowing him.
For the sake of the art and story just save yourself the anguish of fighting with a cluinky game that feels and looks like a PS2
title forced through a s****y emulator and watch the walkthrough free on Youtube.. Edited (Because I was being a bit of
a♥♥♥♥♥♥in my original review I removed it and replaced it with this one.):
I got this game as part of a bundle on indiegala and really liked the look of it. Based on the preview for this game, I was
expecting some kind of a survival horror like the first Resident Evil game. I had a few issues with the short time I played and
because of that I'm suggesting against buying it. Not all of the things listed are bugs or issues. They're my personal opinion of
something I didn't like.
- The first thing that bothered me were the standing still poses the character. It looks like the bad kind of cheesey that looks
akward.
- The second issue I had is that the navigation got a little confusing until I got use to it. Sometimes I would walk toward the
camera but then the camera woud change to left and right. When I tried going back to an area it would tell me I could walk
forward but not left or right. It was something I haven't seen in a game executed this way so it threw me off. You might be able
to see it on youtube videos to understand.
- Third, there is a mini game that can be played called PINGO on a Shintendo system. It's an Arkanoid clone. I played it and
wanted to try and beat the high score. PINGO is horribly broken. It can function but not well. That is not meant to be mean in
any way, it is just a fact of the game's condition. Sometimes blocks it comes in contact with on the first level won't even break. I
may go back and record playing it and post a youtube link to show how bad it really is to show what I'm talking about.
- Fourth, there is some button mashing after the first level. When I'm trying to leave after the father has his dialog I get grabbed
and pulled into a scene where the character dies. I did the button mashing that is prompted but it didn't change the outcome.
- Fifth, the voice acting for the father is bad. The voice acting for the main character sounded like it flowed with the game and
the design of the character. The voice acting for the father sounded forced and out of place. The quality of recording for the
father didn't match the main character's. Also, the father's voice acting feels like it breaks the seriousness of the story in the
gameplay.
A positive note though, I really did enjoy the video cut scenes I think they're called. They really matched what I thought the
style of the game was going for.
Because of the issues with PINGO, the non working button mashing I experienced, I thought the voice acting would not get
better, and I assumed the rest of the game would have even more issues, I decided to stop playing it at that point. Because of
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those reasons I suggest against buying this game.. A nice little old-school horror experience, unfortunately very short! Half of
the fun in this game is discovering all the death scenes, all of which are animated wonderfully and creative. (Mortal Kombat has
nothing on this game)
Solid music and sounds, and the voice actress playing the main character of Lily Velez did a great job. I think the game would
really benefit from having an unlockable gallery with all cutscenes & models.. A nice little old-school horror experience,
unfortunately very short! Half of the fun in this game is discovering all the death scenes, all of which are animated wonderfully
and creative. (Mortal Kombat has nothing on this game)
Solid music and sounds, and the voice actress playing the main character of Lily Velez did a great job. I think the game would
really benefit from having an unlockable gallery with all cutscenes & models.
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Can't start when I successfully launch the game.. Edited (Because I was being a bit of a♥♥♥♥♥♥in my original review I
removed it and replaced it with this one.):
I got this game as part of a bundle on indiegala and really liked the look of it. Based on the preview for this game, I was
expecting some kind of a survival horror like the first Resident Evil game. I had a few issues with the short time I played and
because of that I'm suggesting against buying it. Not all of the things listed are bugs or issues. They're my personal opinion of
something I didn't like.
- The first thing that bothered me were the standing still poses the character. It looks like the bad kind of cheesey that looks
akward.
- The second issue I had is that the navigation got a little confusing until I got use to it. Sometimes I would walk toward the
camera but then the camera woud change to left and right. When I tried going back to an area it would tell me I could walk
forward but not left or right. It was something I haven't seen in a game executed this way so it threw me off. You might be able
to see it on youtube videos to understand.
- Third, there is a mini game that can be played called PINGO on a Shintendo system. It's an Arkanoid clone. I played it and
wanted to try and beat the high score. PINGO is horribly broken. It can function but not well. That is not meant to be mean in
any way, it is just a fact of the game's condition. Sometimes blocks it comes in contact with on the first level won't even break. I
may go back and record playing it and post a youtube link to show how bad it really is to show what I'm talking about.
- Fourth, there is some button mashing after the first level. When I'm trying to leave after the father has his dialog I get grabbed
and pulled into a scene where the character dies. I did the button mashing that is prompted but it didn't change the outcome.
- Fifth, the voice acting for the father is bad. The voice acting for the main character sounded like it flowed with the game and
the design of the character. The voice acting for the father sounded forced and out of place. The quality of recording for the
father didn't match the main character's. Also, the father's voice acting feels like it breaks the seriousness of the story in the
gameplay.
A positive note though, I really did enjoy the video cut scenes I think they're called. They really matched what I thought the
style of the game was going for.
Because of the issues with PINGO, the non working button mashing I experienced, I thought the voice acting would not get
better, and I assumed the rest of the game would have even more issues, I decided to stop playing it at that point. Because of
those reasons I suggest against buying this game.. Hellraiser meets Clock Tower in what might be one of the goriest games on
Steam :3 *_*. It's a very interesting story with surreal visuals however
it's a burden to play.
Death events are similar to Dragon's Lair where if you don't act immediately
you have to keep sitting through the same ten to fifteen second death scenes over and over
To make things worse the controls requiring quick reflexes are also convoluted
ie; Hold Y, then hold LT, then while still holding both Y and LT hold B to bring up a heat rate gauge
which you try and keep centered gentlly squeezing and releasing on RT
There's no autosave. I accidentally overwrote my save frantically and frustratedly trying to get out of a new game I accidentally
started when trying to race through the death scenes I had seen umpteen times.
Also there is a good minute before the game window even comes up when launching and sometimes you'll get a bad launch
where you can't interact with the start menu options
The game is an effin mess - like those cartoons where the protagonist is fighting with a folding chair that eventually snaps shut
swallowing him.
For the sake of the art and story just save yourself the anguish of fighting with a cluinky game that feels and looks like a PS2
title forced through a s****y emulator and watch the walkthrough free on Youtube.. Unfortunately, I do not have the
opportunity to play this game, since I do not have a controller. I had to "beat" this game on Youtube. But I wanted to support the
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author so I bought the game. I hope that the creator of this game will continues to create. And I would really like to have PC
support sometime in the future. Hello from Russia.. A nice little old-school horror experience, unfortunately very short! Half of
the fun in this game is discovering all the death scenes, all of which are animated wonderfully and creative. (Mortal Kombat has
nothing on this game)
Solid music and sounds, and the voice actress playing the main character of Lily Velez did a great job. I think the game would
really benefit from having an unlockable gallery with all cutscenes & models.. Unfortunately, I do not have the opportunity to
play this game, since I do not have a controller. I had to "beat" this game on Youtube. But I wanted to support the author so I
bought the game. I hope that the creator of this game will continues to create. And I would really like to have PC support
sometime in the future. Hello from Russia.. House of Velez is an astoundingly well made game that takes you back to the olden
days of horror. The cut scenes are well made and the game is overall demented. Loved every second of it.. Hellraiser meets
Clock Tower in what might be one of the goriest games on Steam :3 *_*
A Look At Part 2:
So far progress into Part 2 has been steady. I wanted to give everyone a look into some of the concepts I have been working off
of. Just as an idea of what's going on.
Lily's model update:

A look at a new mechanic:

Environmental Concepts:
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So far, so good! There is a ton going into this one and I can't wait to see it all come together!. HoV - Part 2 -- A First Real
Look:
Up til now I have been showing concepts and still images, but I think it's about time to give you all something in motion!
I know some of you have been curious about how the new death scenes will be handled, so I figured this would be the perfect
opportunity to show some real in-game progress:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfBrLlbe5Og
And this is just a taste of the new agonizing horrors awaiting in Part 2. There is plenty of suffering in death, but the true horror
resides in survival.... Holiday Update!:
The end of development is finally in sight for House of Velez Part 2! It's looking like just a few more months and this game
should be ready for Steam!
Until then, have a very merry Christmas and a happy New Year!

. House of Velez - Part 2 -- Now Available!:
House of Velez is now available on the Steam store!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1061740/House_of_Velez__Part_2/. HoV - Part 2 -- RELEASE DATE SET!:
House of Velez Part 2 is officially on it's way!
It is set to release on April 8th!
Here is the link to the store page:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1061740/House_of_Velez__Part_2/?fbclid=IwAR14AGXml1XnyFfDBDU7nedzaXQwOd
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MIXKrQHAUoUv1E9QUODhMdWNCPfRQ
The game will unlock in 4 days!. HoV - Part 2 -- ANNOUNCEMENT!:
It's been a long road, but House of Velez Part 2 is finally complete! The game is planned to be released within the month. It will
be set as a DLC for Part 1, at $3.99 just like Part 1.
On a very important note:
You must have your end game save data from Part 1 in order to begin Part 2. The game will pick up where Part 1 left off, and it
will carry over your progress. So be sure to have that save file ready so you can jump right into Part 2 when it comes out!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3tJcmPr-E28
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